Host Buzzard says:
The USS Seleya after destroying the Quantum Mirror with Quantum torpedoes, created a Quantum fissure which sucked the Seleya through a tear in the space time continuum.

Host Buzzard says:
It now appears that the Seleya is now an alternate universe. There were no Starfleet positioning beacons, no Starfleet Starbases. no nothing of the Federation...although once LRS were back on stream, the Seleya did pick up a distress call from a Federation Starship.

Host Buzzard says:
LRS detected a Federation Galaxy class vessel engaged in a space battle with 3 Borg Spheres.

Host Buzzard says:
The Galaxy class vessel managed to destroy one of the spheres before the Seleya arrived on the scene and made short work of the two other Borg spheres after all is this not what Sovereign Class ships are designed to do???

Host Buzzard says:
Commander Suder of Galaxy class vessel demanded assistance from the Seleya  in damage control and medical teams, Captain Lira -Bolitho although was interested to know what the vessel's name was they had saved. It was the USS Seleya NCC70825

Host Buzzard says:
Captain Lira-Bolitho ordered the XO,SO and CIV to beam over with damage control teams and do what they could while sickbay received the wounded from Galaxy class Seleya. At the same time Captain Lira -Bolitho ordered the CTO to place security teams at all strategic area's

Host Buzzard says:
***Continue 'The Journey'***

Host Buzzard says:
***Continue 'The Journey'***

CSO_Hazzem says:
::At SCI1::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Walks around the GC Seleya's bridge, looking at his Tricorder ::

XO_Muir says:
::Arrives on the pad on the other side::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
:: On the bridge pacing around::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::At TAC1::

CEO_Masters says:
::Groggily opens her eyes in sickbay, hearing more voices then usually::

CIV_Kavek says:
::On the bridge looking at the bridge crew, at the engineering station::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: I hope Security is placed ?

CEO_Masters says:
::Pushes herself up with one arm, looking about the room to find others lying in biobeds::

XO_Muir says:
@::Looks around, then at the SO::

CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: They are captain

Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Co ordinate with Sickbay a bout beaming there crew back please

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@:: Walks over to what looks like his old Science station and takes a look at the display ::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: I don't want any of them on this ship without express permission from me

CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: Understood captain

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Waits for OPS to confirm with her::

CEO_Masters says:
::Swings her legs off the biobed, grabbing a nearby nurse and gets some information off of her before making her way out the sickbay doors - bridge bound::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Bolitho to Muir

Suder says:
@ ::Looks up as several figures appear on her bridge. Hardly looks at them:: XO; Engineering you want, right?

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Walks around behind the raised arc, making scans ::

XO_Muir says:
Suder: Excuse me? ::is a little taken aback by the person he sees in front of him::

XO_Muir says:
Suder: *They* ::motions to the engineering team:: want sick bay. We ::points to Andy:: are here to talk to you... Suder.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stays silent, trying to concentrate on his work, and pushes his memories of the Borg away::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: Yes Sir

Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: And I want them off my ship as quickly as poss please inform the doctor

Suder says:
@ ::Looks up at the XO, raises an eyebrow:: XO: Adam? ::voice is quiet, almost incredulous::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Bolitho to Muir

CEO_Masters says:
::Walks out onto the bridge, approaching the command area:: All: Unless we've suddenly changed back to the old uniforms, I assume we've taken on interesting visitors?

XO_Muir says:
::Looks to his badge::

XO_Muir says:
@Suder: Yes... Adam.. One  moment.

XO_Muir says:
@*CO* Muir  here, ma'am.

OPS_Jameson says:
*MO*: Are the 'other crew' ready to be beamed back.  We need to be as prompt as possible

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Turns and see Masters:: CEO: It does seem that way .. Commander can you please transport over to the other Seleya and see to repairs you can help with

XO_Muir says:
@::Looks to the engineering team:: Team: get going!

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* im sending masters over and I want a full run down of repairs they need and when they are able to hold there own .. I want out of here asap with the Borg threat and this meeting

Suder says:
@ ::Frowns, eyes grow darker and she lifts her TR116, aiming it directly at the XO:: All: No-body move. ::shouted. taps her comm badge, hoping the comms are up again:: *CO*: Rick... you better get up here.

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Walks back down to where the XO is standing and waits for him to finish his comm ::

CEO_Masters says:
::Raises and eyebrow and rubs her head slightly:: CO: Other Seleya... you mean- ::thinks it best not to ask in light of a small headache:: ...aye Captain. ::heads back for the Turbolift::

MO_Cameron says:
*OPS* Ah've still go' wan or tae o' them in critical condition, sir.

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Stands still as a rifle is pointed in his direction ::

Host Buzzard says:
<CO>*XO* Call me Rick once more and I'll have you keelhauled......and I'm busy holding this ship together with duct tape...so handle it Commander

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: Some are still in critical condition Captain

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles:: CEO: We are just as confused as you commander but looks like we may have entered a Alt Universe .. Please arm yourself as well

Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Understood

CEO_Masters says:
::Arrives in TR2, donning a phaser, Tricorder, and engineering kit:: TR Chief: Beam me over to their... uhh, bridge, please.

CIV_Kavek says:
CO: Captain... I'm curious if my alternate self is on that ship. For some reason, I'm thinking in this universe... I could be a threat to this Seleya crew.

Suder says:
@ ::Growls:: *CO*: I have a possible Borg infiltration here, Captain ::adds extra emphasis on the word:: I'm currently standing with a rifle pointed at Adam Muir...remember him?

OPS_Jameson says:
*MO*: Can you keep me informed? The captain would like them back on their own vessel as soon as possible

MO_Cameron says:
*OPS* Acknowledged.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: So what Planets are around and is there somewhere we can drag that ship to safety ?

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Watches the woman with the rifle ::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Keep an Eye out for Borg activity please remain at yellow Alert for the time being

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Scans the area::

XO_Muir says:
*CO* Negative Captain: DO NOT SEND MASTERS at this time.

CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: Aye sir

CEO_Masters says:
::Listens in on the comms, pulling her phaser out before the beam out and directing the TRC to beam her to the back of the bridge, where she stands the best shot of going unnoticed::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*CEO* Hold you position Commander do not transport over

Host Buzzard says:
@<CO>*XO* since when did you speak to Borg before shooting them Commander....shoot him and get his Borg infested carcass off my ship!

XO_Muir says:
Suder: Kesh.... what's going on here?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Want to explain Commander

Suder says:
@ ::Glares at XO:: XO: I suggest you explain yourself, right now... who are you?

OPS_Jameson says:
::Moves over, and stands next to the CO, talking quietly::  CO: Tam, how are you doing?  How are we doing?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Get a lock on the AT now

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Slides his hand to his sidearm as he hears the communication from the GC Seleya's CO::

XO_Muir says:
@Suder: What the hell? Lieutenant Commander Suder, you will stand down immediately. Any firing upon me, or the Seleya crew will be an act of treason.

OPS_Jameson says:
:: Attempts to get a lock on the AT::

CEO_Masters says:
::Stands on the pad, phaser still out as she taps her comm badge:: *Bridge* Bridge, what's going on up there?

XO_Muir says:
Suder: I should think that you remember me, we served in the academy together.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Commander if there is any problem we will beam you back... I will Not waist time here if they do not require help

Suder says:
@ *CO*: Adam Muir... for my academy days... assimilated a few months before Pang was... he's right in front of me, as healthy looking as even. I think the Borg may have found a way to internalise their cybernetics...

XO_Muir says:
@::Wants to reach for his badge, but the situation is jumpy enough::

XO_Muir says:
Suder: I'M NOT BORG!

XO_Muir says:
Suder: Run any scan you want on me!

MO_Cameron says:
*OPS* Okay, A'hm a' done, sir.

XO_Muir says:
@Suder: This may be a little hard for you to understand... but I... along with this other Seleya, are from a parallel universe.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Captain, there is an asteroid belt a light-year away from here. There is also a nebula similar to the badlands, about 10 light-years from here

Suder says:
@ ::Tightens her grip on her rifle and narrows her eyes. Nods to one of her staff, who step up to Muir and scans him::

XO_Muir says:
@::Shoots a look over to the SO, to see how he's holding up::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Looks at the captain:: CO: You seem tense. Want some coffee, tea, juice... ::whispers:: ... ale?

OPS_Jameson says:
::Successfully gets a lock on the AT, and beams them out::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: understood

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Nods cautiously back to the XO ::

XO_Muir says:
@::Holds his arms out successfully::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: Captain, the 'other crew' are ready to beam back.  Shall I?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CIV: Tense is a understatement.. but I will decline ::Smiles::

Suder says:
@ <Lt. Random> ::Nods:: Suder: He is who he says he is

Host Buzzard says:
@<CO>*XO* Umm interesting, ok keep his carcass we can study it later

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* You have 20 Seconds to reply commander or I will transport you all out

Suder says:
@ ::Mutters:: self: Impossible... XO: Parallel universe, eh? So, the Borg have assimilated enough Romulan’s to become proficient liars... ::takes a few steps forward, so the end of her rifle is almost touching XO's stomach::

OPS_Jameson says:
*MO*: Prepare them to beam back to their vessel

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Gets a firmer grip on his phaser ::

MO_Cameron says:
*OPS*: They’re a' ready tae go, sir.

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: Captain??

Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Send back there injured for the time being

XO_Muir says:
@Suder: ::Gulps:: If I don't answer that Comm, my Captain, Tamraz Lira Bolitho will beam me out, and then you'll be facing the Sovereign-class Seleya, without us here to help you with your repairs.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: If I do not receive a reply after then beam the AT back

XO_Muir says:
@Suder: Wouldn't it make more sense for me to answer, so we can sort this out?

Suder says:
@ ::Nods once, wondering why exactly she feels she can trust this impostor::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Beams back the 'other crew' to their ship::

XO_Muir says:
@*CO* Captain, do not beam the Away Team out as of yet. I can't explain too clearly what is going on

Suder says:
@ XO: Answer her...just remember, I can still do a fair bit of damage with this thing if you attempt to beam out...

CEO_Masters says:
::Sits down on the steps of the Transporter pad, awaiting further orders from the bridge::

CIV_Kavek says:
CO: Captain, if you'll excuse me... I'm going to scan that ship. I'd... like to make certain there's not a duplicate Kavek over there.

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The injured from the Galaxy class Seleya are beamed back aboard

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Laughs:: CIV: By all means

Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Lets see if this helps

XO_Muir says:
@*CO* But if you do try and beam us out, the SO and I may be hurt in the process, and whatever trust we have built up here will be gone...

CIV_Kavek says:
::Moves to the science station and begins a bio-scan, searching for his duplicate::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Just what is going over on over there

Suder says:
@ ::Glances at SO:: SO: Don't even think about it, mister... drop the phaser...

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ Suder: I pose no threat you or your crew, either...

XO_Muir says:
@SO: Do as she says.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Keeps his eyes on his station:: CIV: Looking for your duplicate, humm?

CEO_Masters says:
::Strikes up casual conversation with the Transporter chief:: TRC: Long day, huh?

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Reluctantly pulls out his phaser and drops it on the deck ::

Suder says:
@ SO; You'll pose even less of a threat if you drop the phaser...

OPS_Jameson says:
::Looks a little worried::  CO: Do we really want to know who is over on the other ship?

XO_Muir says:
@*CO* I can't explain at the moment. Do not beam us back, and I will contact you as soon was possible. Muir out.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Status of Borg and find a spot where we can hit that ship as a warning if need be without doing to much damage

XO_Muir says:
@::Taps his badge, then goes back to a slightly defensive posture,. the rifle at his chest::

Suder says:
@ ::Glances at her console, sees that the wounded have been beamed back. *Sickbay*: status of our people?

CIV_Kavek says:
::Nods:: CSO: Indeed. Not that... I would kill any of you. Let's just say... there are sides of me that could exist in this universe. ::smiles at the scans:: Lucky for us, he's at least not on the Seleya. Then again, I could be a greater threat elsewhere.

XO_Muir says:
@Suder: Scan the Seleya, Scan me. Scan whatever you want....

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Not good enough commander.... But I will give you 10 minutes if this situation is not resolved then I will fire a warning shot and beam you back ::Smiles:: guess I will Have the medics standing by

Host Buzzard says:
<MO>*XO* Our wounded are back onboard Commander I'm assigning them to damage control teams and sending them out....

CSO_Hazzem says:
CIV: I probably am still with the Borg if not dead

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sighs::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Watches Suder intently ::

XO_Muir says:
@Suder: We are from a parallel universe; one in which the Federation has beaten the Borg out of the Alpha Quadrant...

Suder says:
@ XO; We've seen the Borg play some pretty good trick in our time.. :: glances at his pips:: Commander... you'll have to prove to me you're not who I think you are...

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Paces the bridge walking up to the CTO and CSO:: CTO/CSO: One day something will go plain and smoothly for us

CEO_Masters says:
::Taps com badge:: *CO* Orders, Captain?

XO_Muir says:
@Suder: Whatever it takes, ::looks at the pips:: Lieutenant Commander.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*CEO* Report to the bridge see if you can give me some idea of the damage that other ship has Please commander

XO_Muir says:
@::Makes eye contact with Andy, making sure he is still okay with the situation::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: The Galaxy class crew are back where they belong

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Thinks the captain is delirious after hearing that comment::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stares at the captain::

XO_Muir says:
@Suder: Can I speak to Admir.....Captain Bolitho?

CEO_Masters says:
::Rides the Turbolift back up to the bridge, her phaser, Tricorder, and engineering kit still in hand as she exits and approaches her station to conduct scans::

Suder says:
@ ::Bites her lip, a very distinctive 'Suder' gesture:: XO; OK, then... ::aims the rifle at his shoulder and fires off a round... just to see his reaction.::

CIV_Kavek says:
CO: Plain and smooth is boring captain. I'd rather have a gun to my head than have a normal, easy day.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CIV: Speak for yourself, Ambassador

CIV_Kavek says:
::Smiles at Hazzem::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Approaches the Captain:: CO: Everything ok, Tam?

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Smiles at Kaveks comment:: CIV: I’m beginning to wonder about you Ambassador

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Jumps back and tries to reach for his phaser ::

CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: Captain I’m reading weapons fire on their bridge

XO_Muir says:
::Dives to the side, but gets hit slightly on the skin, and drops to the ground, turning around with his phaser drawn, other hand on his com badge, ready to order a beam out::

CEO_Masters says:
CO: Well... what would you like to do? Given her current state and ours, we could surgically remove practically any component of the Sel-err, that ship.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
OPS: Beam them back now

CIV_Kavek says:
CO: Oh captain, if you knew my life story you'd have me behind a force field with phaser’s pointed at me. ::grins::

Suder says:
@ ::Aims at SO:: SO: You so much as sneeze, you’ll get one too...

OPS_Jameson says:
::Attempts to beam back the AT::

XO_Muir says:
@::Winces a little at the burnt flesh on his arm, and then bewilderedly looks at Suder, phaser drawn::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Stops, looking at Suder with suspicion ::

CEO_Masters says:
CO: Perhaps it wouldn't be premature to do so right now, Captain? ::eyes Kavek half-seriously::

Suder says:
@ ::looks down at the XO:: XO: he's a little busy right now... ::smiles:: but I’m sure you could arrange a meeting. :: steps over to XO and lifts out her hand:: welcome to our universe...

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Away team are beamed back onboard the Sovereign class Seleya

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CEO: Hmmm So its going to take time to get them up and running :: laughs at Master’s comment::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
*MO* Report to the TR

MO_Cameron says:
*CO* On mah way, sir

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
OPS: Slave Conn and pull us back further now we have the AT

XO_Muir says:
::Arrives in the Transporter Room, phaser drawn::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: We have the AT

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Materialises in the SC - Seleya's Transporter room, in the same position, reaching for his absent phaser ::

XO_Muir says:
SO: Damnit! We almost had their trust!

XO_Muir says:
::Pockets the phaser, and looks at the wound on his arm::

XO_Muir says:
SO: Are you okay? No injuries?

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
*XO* The Doctor is on his way .. what happened over there

OPS_Jameson says:
::Slaves the conn, and pulls the  sovereign Seleya back::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Stands back up and turns to the XO :: XO: I'm fine, what about you?

CEO_Masters says:
CO: We may want to take a defensive posture... shields at least, sir.

Suder says:
@ ::Groans as the officers disintegrate. Turns and surveys her bridge:: *CO*: Rick...I’m beaming over to their ship, if they'll let me. It's really them...just from some alternate universe, apparently...

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CEO: Agreed

XO_Muir says:
*CO* Muir to Captain Bolitho... The Executive Officer over there, Keshir Suder thought we were Borg infiltrators, and held us under fire... Just as she began to trust us, you beamed us back. The SO is unhurt, and I have a minor flesh wound...

XO_Muir says:
SO: Not as bad as it could have been... ::looks at the shoulder where he was slightly hit::

XO_Muir says:
SO: Seems to have just grazed the surface.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
*XO* Being shot at is trust .. I don't think so commander

OPS_Jameson says:
::Hears the XO over the conn::  CO: Suder?  Kesh??

MO_Cameron says:
::Enters the Transporter Room with his med kit::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Pulls out his Tricorder and scans the wound :: XO: That was fortunate...

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
OPS: On Screen

OPS_Jameson says:
Self: What did I miss while I was in those Jefferies tubes?

CEO_Masters says:
CO: Though in my honest opinion, they don't stand any threat... she's roughly ten years behind our currents GCS's, and a single well-placed torpedo could take her apart. That ship is falling apart at the seams, and our Galaxy-class Seleya was in better shape AFTER it crashed then this one.

XO_Muir says:
*CO* It was a difficult situation, Captain. She only trusted us after she fired. She was seeing how I'd react.

Host Buzzard says:
@<CO> *XO* Prepare for keelhauling Kesh and I'm to busy to care....deal with it

MO_Cameron says:
::Gets out his dermal regenerator::  XO: It's nothing major, sir.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Laughs:: CEO: You got to be kidding me

XO_Muir says:
*CO* Ma'am... there's one more thing you should know.... The Captain of that Vessel... it's... Richard Bolitho, Ma'am.

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Steps back, off the platform as the MO looks after the XO's wound ::

XO_Muir says:
MO: I didn't think that it was... but you're the expert...

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Hears the XO, and closes his eyes::

XO_Muir says:
SO: Thanks for trusting me back there.... that was a very dangerous situation.

MO_Cameron says:
::Nods while he treats Muir::  XO: A' done, sir.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Stops in her pace and goes a little white after hearing Muir and Bites her lip:: *XO* Understood Commander once you are ready please report to the bridge

Suder says:
@ ::Sighs:: *CO*: Get some sleep, Rick, you're getting even more cranky than usual... Suder out... ::frowns:: Lt. Random: Contact the, er...Seleya.

CEO_Masters says:
XO: Whoa, you mean... ::points at the Captain, then the other Seleya on the viewscreen::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Listens:: Self: Richard Bolitho? Hell... I don't need any competition...

XO_Muir says:
MO: Thank you, Ensign. We really do have to stop meeting like this ::smiles::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: They were all obviously under a lot of stress, sir.

OPS_Jameson says:
::Stands up, and moves quickly over to Tam, talking quietly::

XO_Muir says:
*CO* Lieutenant Francis and I are on our way now, Ma'am.

XO_Muir says:
::Looks to the SO::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: What shall we do?  An alternative Kesh....

MO_Cameron says:
::Nods::  XO: Sir.  ::returns to sickbay::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
*XO* Acknowledged ::sees Anya::

Suder says:
@ <Lt. Random> ::opens a channel:: Suder: Channel open, sir...

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Nods and starts walking out of the TR ::

Suder says:
@COMM: SC Sel: This is Commander Suder, respond.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
OPS: We will act as Starfleet officers, these are not the people we new Commander and right now they have done nothing to gain my trust

XO_Muir says:
::Moves along with the SO, and heads into the TL::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Goes and sits in her chair slightly disturbed::

OPS_Jameson says:
COMM: Suder: This is the Seleya

CIV_Kavek says:
::Realizes that the counsellor is absent... and sits in the counsellor’s chair::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: Suder is hailing us,  I have answered

XO_Muir says:
TL: Bridge.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
COM: GC Sel: Would you care to explain why you shot at my Crew

Suder says:
@ COMM: SC Sel: Beam me onto your bridge. ::gets a good hold of her rifle and readies herself::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Enters the TL and leans against its side, exhaling::

CEO_Masters says:
CO: I'm as interested as the next person in terms of where I am in this universe, but wouldn't our Starfleet have something to say about altering this reality's progress? Maybe our best bet is find a way to open the fissure and get back before we get too caught up in this place's problems.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
COM: GC: I don't think So commander ......

XO_Muir says:
:: Mirrors the SO's posture, a little more beat after that shot::

Suder says:
@ COMM: SC Sel: I'll explain when I get over there...

SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Do you think this other Seleya could possibly help us return to our own universe, Sir?

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
:: Shakes head:: COMM: GC Sel: Not a chance ..right now you are not coming anywhere near my ship ... now commander answer my question why did you fire on my Crew!!!

CIV_Kavek says:
::Listens to what the CEO said and realizes something:: CEO: Actually, you're quite right. We aren't to interfere in anyway. In fact, maybe that Seleya was supposed to get destroyed. Maybe that's when they get their own Sovereign.

XO_Muir says:
SO: I don't see how... Their ship is a write-off, and their crew seems to be unfriendly.

XO_Muir says:
SO: One never can tell though...

Suder says:
@ COMM: SC Sel: I didn't fire on your 'crew', Captain...I fired on your Executive officer.. ::voice sounds like she's explaining the situation to a child:: I thought he was Borg, since I recognise him, and also witnessed his assimilation...so, I shot him, to gauge his reaction...

XO_Muir says:
::Hears the TL approaching the Bridge, and straightens up, trying to look as astute as always::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Yes, they don't seem to want our help, if this Commander Suder is any indication...

CTO_Darklighter says:
CIV: But with current events, with the Borg running around the system, does Starfleet even have a sovereign built

XO_Muir says:
SO: Head up, Andy. ::smiles::

CEO_Masters says:
CIV: Given the state of this other Seleya, the Borg, and what we've heard from Adam's jaunt over there, I doubt they have any Sovereign-class starships... from the looks of it, the Borg won in this reality. They successfully attacked Earth 10 years ago... that'd explain why their Seleya is so beat up.

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Offers a half-hearted smile and straightens his uniform ::

XO_Muir says:
::Walks out onto the Bridge, and is immediately drawn to the view screen, where Kesh is on screen::

CIV_Kavek says:
CTO: Excellent question.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
COMM: GC Sel: Wasn't a simple scan good enough for you..... We offered our help .. I guess you just refused it commander ... Bolitho out

XO_Muir says:
CEO: I agree with that theory. It seems Wolf 359 went horribly different here.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
OPS: Shut down comms Please Commander

CIV_Kavek says:
CEO: If so, we might want to hurry to our reality before the Borg are aware we're here.

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Follows the XO out onto the bridge and takes a seat at the secondary Science console ::

Suder says:
@ ::Growls, hates dealing with any other CO apart from her own::

CEO_Masters says:
CIV: Now you're talking...

OPS_Jameson says:
::Shuts down communications::

CTO_Darklighter says:
CIV: I notice that our mark 12 phaser’s ripped into the Borg like nothing, I don't think the Borg here have come up against that sort of fire power till today

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Sees the XO enter and looks around at her crew:: All; Well here’s a new one for you ..not something I ask everyday ... your thoughts on the matter?

CIV_Kavek says:
::Curious what would have happened had the Borg won, Earth captured... the Federation nearly destroyed, it's highly probable that the Klingons and Romulans are close to destruction as well::

CEO_Masters says:
CTO: Ohh... they'll adapt. They did a good job of it during the second incursion, when the Enterprise-E went up against it along with our more modern fleet... if the Borg return, they may have already adapted to our weapons.

Suder says:
@ Lt. Random: Open the channel again... ::turns to the view screen::

CIV_Kavek says:
CTO: True. So... maybe we do have a chance. ::has an evil grin:: Or... maybe we can supply the technology. ::eyes light up with fire before dimming:: No. Let's just leave.

XO_Muir says:
CO: I suggest we help this Seleya with their repairs, if the crew co-operates, and then we find a way back into our reality.

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Holds his initial reflex to speak ::

Suder says:
@ <Random> ::Hails the SC Seleya again::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Nods at the XO:: CEO: Is the other Seleya repairable

CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO, CIV: Point is at the moment we're the big fish in this pond for the moment, but the more we fight the Borg they quicker they'll adapt

OPS_Jameson says:
::Looks straight at the CO, and stands up::  CO: I do not believe we should do anything at present.  We do not know what other...familiar faces, are on the other vessel

CEO_Masters says:
All: In all likely hood, this is an alternate reality... not a mirror universe. This is an example of what could have happened... one minor event being different from our own reality, in this case... the Borg. Everything else is likely the same... even up to that point where the Borg won.

CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: Incoming hail captain

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CTO: Who from ?

CEO_Masters says:
::Looks at the CO and shakes her head:: CO: She'd likely need more months in a dry dock then I have fingers...

CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: The other Seleya captain

CIV_Kavek says:
::Suddenly remembers a similar debate he heard on another starship, next thing you know... they'll be mentioning Schödinger's cat::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CTO: Leave it for the time being ... lets see just how much they want our help

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CEO: But can we get her up and running to defend herself in the very least

CTO_Darklighter says:
CO: Aye captain

XO_Muir says:
ALL: We don't know how long it will be until we get back to our reality; if ever. I'm sure we'd all feel a lot safer in the knowledge that should we come up against the Borg, we'd have even a half-strong Galaxy class vessel to stand with us.

Suder says:
@ Random: Again...and keep pressing that button till they answer...

Suder says:
<Lt Random> ::Hails again::

CEO_Masters says:
CO: A few systems, yes... but a full repair would take an operational dry dock. She's got one foot in the grave, and it's just a matter of her tripping to get the next in. We can help them, but not as much as they'd probably like.

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: The other vessel is hailing again

CIV_Kavek says:
::Thinks:: XO: Might we try contacting other ships in the area. I'm certain there has to be some force fighting the Borg besides us in warp range.

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Sits up in his chair :: All: Pardon me, but perhaps returning to our universe should be our first priority...

CIV_Kavek says:
::Frowns:: XO: At this point, I'd even accept the help of a Klingon.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
XO: I understand what you say.. but I won't risk this crew or this ship, But your right we cannot let them just drift there

XO_Muir says:
SO/CO: By helping them to defend their own ship, we are helping ourselves, for as long as we are in this reality.

Suder says:
@ <Lt Random> ::Hails again, again::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
All: Lets go for the help part but keep it as that .. no information about this ship is to be given

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
OPS: Open Channel

CEO_Masters says:
XO: If saving your ship requires you to violate the prime directive... or the temporal prime directive, do you do it? What makes us qualified to change the outcome of events... here.

OPS_Jameson says:
CO:  I still think it is a bad idea

OPS_Jameson says:
::Opens the comm channel to the GC Seleya::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
OPS: I understand commander but we are still SF officers

Suder says:
@ COMM: SC Seleya: Finally! ::locks eyes with CO:: Look, if you'd been beaten up by the Borg for the past 10 years or so, you'd be pretty suspicious of a brand spanking new ship too ::folds arms defensively: with officers who have never seen a day of hunger in their lives...gimme a break here, OK. ::looks rather tired, shoulders a little slumped::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CEO: I think we've already interfered, Commander.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
COMM: GC Sel: Now that’s better isn't it commander.. its not hard to be more communitive than not .... Now do you require my Crews help .. or will you be taking target practise on them

XO_Muir says:
::Moves over to the CEO, a little tired of the moral preaching:: CEO: How are we violating the prime directive? There is no pre warp civilisation involved here. The Temporal Prime Directive doesn't apply; this isn't another time. And yes, for our sake, and the sake of the Federation, I say we do it. Put yourself in their position. Wouldn't you want

CIV_Kavek says:
::Smiles to self:: CEO/CSO: Do you two have any idea how we can... duplicate the quantum mirror? We took scans. I'd be willing to look through them and... Duplicate it exactly.

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: Tam, if you need me, I will be here.  But don't say I didn't warn you if things go kerplewy...

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
:: Smiles at OPS:: OPS: I will remember that ... XO: But there is the temporal Directive Commander

XO_Muir says:
CEO: Our help? Wouldn't you want to restore the Federation after the Borg? I'm not even suggesting anything that wide scale -- Just that we help now, and here, in whatever way we can; so they can help us return to our reality; and have a fighting chance against the Borg.

Suder says:
@ ::Narrows her eyes:: COMM:SC Seleya: We need engineers, for one... and it'd be nice to give a few of our crew a bit of a holiday, something other than rations... ::hates having to ask for help, but for her crew’s sake, she'll do it::

CEO_Masters says:
XO: I have an advantage here that most of you lack... objectivity. You're attached to that Seleya and her crew... I'm not. It's just another ship in another possible reality that we're fortunate enough not to have experienced. You tip the scales of the universe, and it might just unbalance things everywhere.

XO_Muir says:
CO: There is a Temporal Prime Directive, Yes. I'm not disputing that. I'm disputing what relevance this has to us, in this situation; given that this is *our* time, just a different reality.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
COMM: GC Sel: Understood Commander. I will have my engineers beam over I’m sure Commander Master will do her best to help

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Nods to the XO:; XO: Lets hope so

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CEO: Get an Engineering crew ready and beam over

XO_Muir says:
CEO: I'm not attached to that Seleya, or that crew. I haven't served with half of the officers on that ship. Do not question my objectivity in this mater; I am thinking clearly. I don't see what legal grounds you have against this, or what moral grounds, for that matter.

Suder says:
@ ::Nods curtly:: COMM: SC Sel: Understood. Perhaps you'd like to join them, Captain?

CIV_Kavek says:
::Moves to the ops officer and whispers:: OPS: Are there any other ships we can contact within... ten or twenty light-years?

CEO_Masters says:
::Puts a hand on the XO's shoulder:: XO: Don't take this for lack of compassion for those people... it's not. This simply isn't our place... their cards were dealt to them, and they got the bad hand. :: walks towards the Turbolift::

OPS_Jameson says:
CIV:  I can check, but I wouldn't suggest we get anyone else involved.  It might only cause more problems

CIV_Kavek says:
::Nods:: OPS: This would probably be a last alternative.

OPS_Jameson says:
CIV: There isn't anything out there anyway

XO_Muir says:
::Lets out a sigh as the CEO leaves. He can identify with her situation and her arguments, but is trying to provide a strong front to helping the Federation against it's ultimate enemy: The Borg::

CTO_Darklighter says:
XO: Sir may I speak with you for a second

Suder says:
@ ::Glances over at XO and half smiles, glad to see her old friend again, even if he’s not really the same guy::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Thinking of what has happened:: Self: Hmm...

XO_Muir says:
CTO: By all means. :: walks to his console:: Yes?

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
Coom: GC Sel: Not that it is something I normally do but I will beam over with the Engineering crew Commander with the CTO I suggest there is no further fowl play or I will have Commander Muir use your ship as target practice

CEO_Masters says:
::Makes her way down to the Transporter room::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CTO: Your with me ..... XO; you have the bridge ... you heard what I said .. I trust you do it ::leaves the bridge::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Wonders if the correct decisions are being made here, but doesn't question them ::

CTO_Darklighter says:
XO: Sir I understand we want to help these people but there's one big matter we need to take in, if we help these people, what if they message more of their ships who are half-dead, soon we'll have a fleet to mother or more

Suder says:
@ ::Smiles a little:: COMM: SC Sel: Sounds acceptable, Captain. Beam onto the bridge. our transporters are far from working order... Suder out...

CIV_Kavek says:
:: Walks to the Captain:: All: In the event... we can't get back to our universe. I'd hate to live in this reality... with the Borg down our throat. Let's... travel back in time... and stop the Borg invasion.

Host Buzzard says:
***Pause Mission***

Host Buzzard says:
***Pause Mission***
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